presents
MOONROOM by Matteo Cibic:
a journey beyond the ordinary.
At its Design Shanghai debut, .Delvis presented an exclusive preview of its new
capsule collection MOONROOM. A new concept of “mind in Italy” marks the starting
point for a creative journey exploring new horizons.
.Delvis’ capsule collections map out a journey across Italy, unique in its historical,
cultural and natural wonders, and inspirations across time, thought and sentiment. This
is .Delvis’ new concept of “mind in Italy”, which goes beyond the matter. In this
borderless space that migrates through .Delvis’ skill, it permeates its product design,
communication style and extensive knowledge of materials and design, the essence of
what it means to be made in Italy.
.Delvis confirmed its collaboration with global Italian design talent Matteo Cibic for
MOONROOM which encompasses 2 rooms and 10 new products. They each come to
life directly out of his sketchbook packed with notes, ideas and annotations.
In the style of a painter, Matteo Cibic uses his palette to create a metaphysical,
dreamlike and timeless world, an ode to carefree light design, which pays tribute to that
spark of folly pushing us to dare and seek new dimensions. MOONROOM offers multiple
spaces with a style and colour palette the designer defines as “futuristic ethnic vintage”.
An innovative mix of warm and cold materials, and glossy and matt surfaces: a real
journey into the future.
“Humanity will soon be facing long journeys into space and be able to spend time on the
moon, alone or with friends”, Matteo Cibic explained when presenting the MOONROOM
design project. “Wood, leather, ceramic and hand-woven threads are highly valued
materials that cannot be reproduced on the moon. Their smells, organic matrix and
irregular textures will help us to keep the memories of the Earth alive.
“MOONROOM is a humanistic alternative to the impersonal, minimal spaces that have
dominated space exploration to this day.”
.Delvis is proud to present the first unique, luxury pieces from this original capsule
collection in Shanghai. They have been created and brought to life through carefully
selected and crafted materials, details and finishes, distinctive of the world of .Delvis.
Like the other .Delvis capsule collections, MOONROOM has been designed to satisfy the
growing need for objects with a strong identity, offering something different. .Delvis rose to
the challenge, adopting an “industrial craftsmanship” approach, by combining creativity
and innovation, design quality, and research and development, with the company’s Italian
origins and collections.
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